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1. My parents always told me I was persistent. What they really meant was that I was 

stubborn—sometimes to the point of stupidity. For example, we had this swingset that  
I loved to play on—but one day it bit me. Actually, I got stung by a wasp. I went crying 
 to Mom—like a normal 3 or 4 year old. She fixed me up and told me not to play on the 
swing set.   

 
-Guess where I went.  Back to the monkey bars? Bam! I got nailed again—and went crying 
to my Mother. She fixed me up, kissed away my tears—and said, “Kenny—don’t go back 
to the swing set—there’s a wasp’s nest in it!!”  Guess where I went.  
Back to the swingset.  Bam!  Bam!  This time I got nailed by two wasps—and I learned my 
lesson—at least about the swing set!  
 
a. About a year ago, I took a picture of a STOP sign that I run by several times a week.  

How many of you can see the staples and nails?  It’s from garage sale signs and 
missing pet notices and political announcements.  Sometimes we see everything but 
the STOP sign!   

 
-How many of you like the word STOP!  How many of you, like me, are just persistent 
and stubborn?  Or maybe distracted by all the other signs nailed to the STOP sign?  
Here’s what I know;  persistence, depending on where it's focused, can either create 
more pain than we need—or help us make it through more pain than we can handle.  
 

b. When we invest persistence—a good thing—in doing the same old stuff—hoping for 
better results, that’s just dumb.  But when persistence turns to perseverance, it 
produces amazing people who endure tragedy--obstacles and hardship--and become 
champions, heroes.  Like Abraham Lincoln.  Like Martin Luther King, Jr.   
 
Like Nick Vujicic—who has overcome a birth defect that left him without arms and 
legs. Perseverance in the right direction produces amazing results!   
 

c. Here’s the deal—if you and I are doing to still be standing at the end—having lived 
out our calling and left the kindness of Jesus on the trail behind us—we will have  
to persevere! And that kind of persistence begins and ends with prayer.  That's what 
Jesus says, anyway. 

 
 -One day near the end ofHis life, Jesus told a very interesting story designed to teach 

his followers about our need to persist.  To pray and never, never give up.  This story 
could have your name in it.  It's about a helpless person in a hopeless situation—with 
a surprise ending. 

 
d. If you and I will choose to persist—keep going, keep praying—even when we feel 

otherwise—it will change us, change our lives, and change the people we love and 
pray for.  So, first we're going to study it, then we're going to practice it.  And then, 
with Jesus' help, we're going to live it.  Agreed?  
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2. Let’s start with Jesus’ story.    
  

One day Jesus told his disciples a story to show that they should always pray and 
never give up. “There was a judge in a certain city,” he said, “who neither feared God 
nor cared about people. A widow of that city came to him repeatedly, saying, ‘Give 
me justice in this dispute with my enemy.’ The judge ignored her for a while, but 
finally he said to himself, ‘I don’t fear God or care about people, but this woman is 
driving me crazy. I’m going to see that she gets justice, because she is wearing me 
out with her constant requests!’”  
Then the Lord said, “Learn a lesson from this unjust judge. Even he rendered a just 
decision in the end. So don’t you think God will surely give justice to his chosen 
people who cry out to him day and night? Will he keep putting them off? I tell you, he 
will grant justice to them quickly! But when the Son of Man returns, how many will he 
find on the earth who have faith?”  (Luke 17:1-8 NLT) 
 
- And we don’t have to guess what Jesus meant by it.    
 
One day Jesus told his disciples a story to show that they should always pray and 
never give up.  (Luke 18:1 NLT)   
 
That's the point.  Always pray; never give up. 
 
a. There are only two characters in this story.  A corrupt judge and a widow with a big 

problem.  And Jesus starts by describing the judge.  This man apparently wasn't a 
Jewish judge.  In the first century Palestine court systems, the law required three 
judges--trying to ward off corruption.   

  
-What everyone in that culture would’ve known is that these lone Roman judges 
acted like little gods.  This guy was apparently one of the worst.  He didn't give a rip 
about God and he didn't give a rip about people.  And all this power was for…?  
Him—of course!  
  

b. The other person in this story is a widow.  To be a widow in Palestine, 30 A.D.  was 
really tough.  A woman in this situation had no rights, no income, no status, and no 
hope of getting a job--except, of course, as a prostitute.  Life was grim—unless 
someone was looking out for you.    

 
-And she had some unknown bully taking advantage of her helplessness—
tormenting her.  And the only one who could level the playing field was a judge who 
didn't care about anyone but himself. 
 
-But she did have one weapon.  Anyone know what it was?  Persistence.  Jesus’ 
sense of humor is seen in how magnificently she nags this guy!  She pleaded with 
the judge, "Give me justice in this dispute with my enemy."  He ignored her.  She 
showed up again.  “Please help me!”  He turned her away.   
 
-But she was more determined than he was.  Every time he walked out of his house, 
she was there.  She carried a sign that said, "Hey, remember me?"  Every time he 
pulled out his cellphone, there was a red (4) by his message app—and another red 
(4) red beside his phone app.  He couldn’t even open his gmail account!   
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-She left voice mails, sent him selfies of her holding a sign that said remember me?  
She printed pictures of herself with the caption, Give me JUSTICE and plaster them 
on the windshield of his black Mercedes 560S.  When he walked out of the office at 
night, she was there waiting--her arms outstretched. 
 

c. Now, I might be taking a little creative license here, but in Jesus story, she asked and 
asked and asked. And one day, he broke.  Maybe he opened his shutter, and saw 
her standing there—and just fell apart.  His eye started twitching.  He began giggling 
nervously--then crying—curled up in the corner in the fetal position.   

 
-And he made a decision.  It’s not worth it!  So, he called in his executive assistant 
and gave the order, "just make it happen!"  As he was signing the papers settling 
her case, he was overheard muttering to himself, Even though I don't give a rip 
about people and I don't give a rip about her God--I've got to settle this case 
because she's DRIVING ME CRAZY!   
 

d. It's interesting, the original word Jesus uses to describe the effect of her nagging is 
the same one they used for someone who’d gotten clobbered, beaten black and blue!  
It’s a fascinating picture:  A poor little helpless widow beating up some powerful 
Roman bully judge who didn't back down for no one!  Her secret weapon?  
PERSISTENCE! 

 
3. Now, let’s talk about this.  What is Jesus really saying? How many of you think that Jesus 

is saying, "See, God is the unjust judge in this story.  Because He's God, he doesn't have to 
keep the same rules as you and me--and because we are such scum, He's generally ticked 
off with us most of the time anyway.”  

 
-So if you want any justice, you just have to grind Him down.  Wear him out.  If you hold a 
hunger strike, pester Him night and day—and then get all your friends to hound Him—you 
can even wear God down!" 
 
-Well that’s the opposite of what Jesus taught about Abba, our Father in Heaven, isn’t it?   
As a Father, He knows all the details of our lives—and He is the kindest, most 
compassionate being in the universe.  He’s just!  Holy!   
 
a. My first question is--how are you seeing God these days?  If it's anything less than 

perfectly loving and kind, you've missed Him.  Some of you wives have trouble with 
your attention-deficit husbands.  Mine does.  Just ask her.  You change your 
hairstyle, put on black lipstick, get a tattoo on your neck, put 14 earrings in each ear, 
wear a black dog collar with spikes; he walks in and says, "Hmmm!  Smells good.  
What's for dinner?" 

 
-I’ll bet that some of you grew up with parents that barely noticed or acknowledged 
what you did.  They didn't notice your struggles or heartbreaks, or even compliment 
your amazing qualities.  Maybe you live in cubicle-land where you feel like, well—a 
cube!  Ignored.  Invisible. 
 
-But if you think God is like that--you are extremely mistaken.  God numbers the 
hairs on our head—and collects our tears in a bottle.  He’s attentive—and He both 
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knows you and notices you.  He’s great enough to do that for almost 8 billion 
people!  
  

b. Interesting, isn’t it?  In our world—when things go amazingly right, we grab the credit; 
when things go bad, we mutter, “Why me, God?!”  But to slander God’s cred—call 
Him unfair, unjust, or uncaring—just reveals our ignorance.  We’re speaking out of 
our pain.  
 
-Has anyone here ever had a CAT scan done? It shows your arm—or your brain—
one tiny slice at a time.  That’s how we see life.  One razor thin slice at a time.  And 
we put that thin slice under an electron microscope and decide that God is unfair—or 
doesn’t give a rip.  That is simply not true!  
 

c. So, if God isn’t the unjust judge, then we must be the helpless widow with no rights, 
no strength, and no status in a world run by bullies.  To get anything done, we have 
become professional nags.  That's what I used to think. 

 
d. What I realized through my research is that this whole story is a contrast.   

Look at what Jesus says: 
  

Then the Lord said, “Learn a lesson from this unjust judge. Even he rendered a 
just decision in the end. So don’t you think God will surely give justice to his 
chosen people who cry out to him day and night? Will he keep putting them 
off? I tell you he will grant justice to them quickly! (Luke 18:6-8 NLT) 
 
-Notice the intensity in Jesus’ voice on our status as God’s adopted children;  
HIS CHOSEN ONES.  We are HIS!  Are there any parents here who just sit by and 
watch if someone bullies your child?  Actually?  It’s more like messing with a mama 
grizzly bear and her cubs!  Two words for people who get between a parent and a 
child they love:  watch out!   
 

e. This is the picture.  When people are unjustly or unfairly tormenting you, withholding 
from you what is rightly yours, they take on Abba--our Heavenly Father.  Because we 
belong to Him.    

 
-See, because Christ paid for our adoption on the cross, we are called saints.  Holy 
ones.  The redeemed.  Heirs with Christ.  A kingdom of priests. This gets fully 
defined in all the writings of the New Testament. God's Chosen Ones are not 
helpless or powerless.   
 
-Oh, we may feel powerless--lots of times.  But God Himself, through His Spirit, 
resides in our core, our soul.  He gives us power to do and be what we could never 
otherwise do and be.  We are seated with Jesus, our Messiah-King, in Heavenly 
places.  He has the power to set kings and presidents up—and take them out—and 
does.  We can talk to Him any time we want!  Does that sound powerless to you?   
 

4. Now, based on this, Jesus says something about praying--and about giving up.  Let's see if 
you've caught his lesson. When should we pray?  Always.  Let's say it together.  When 
should we pray?  Always. Something else.  When should we give up?  Never.  Let's try it 
together.  When should we just give up?  Never.  Pray..Always.   Give up...Never. 
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-This morning I want you to think for just a moment about the greatest challenge of your life-
-some mountain you're facing right now at this very moment that seems absolutely 
immovable.  You're thinking, "Maybe I'm just wasting my breath.  Maybe I should just give 
up." 
 
a. Maybe it's a relational challenge.  Maybe you've got a really difficult person in your 

life.  Or maybe someone you love is far from God--and it seems the more you pray, 
the further they stray.  Maybe it's habitual sin in your life that has you by the throat--
and it won't let go.   

 
-Maybe it’s an area of serving others that God has clearly called you to—but it’s 
tough going!  Maybe it's a situation at work where something is going on that seems 
so unjust and unfair.  And—in reacting to this, you’ve just given up.  Stopped 
praying. 
 

b. I'm asking you this morning, will you just draw a line in the sand.  Will you say, "I'm 
going to do here what Jesus says!  I’m going to stay at it, pray through whatever 
happens!  I'm going to run the race, and not go down detours or give in to 
discouragement.  Why?  Because Jesus said to pray?  Always.  And when did Jesus 
say to just give up?  Never!  “If that, for me, means praying until the day I die, so be 
it--and I will just grow through this process, hang on and not let go!”   Will you say 
that this morning to God? 
 

5. Now, here’s why I am challenging you. It's Jesus' statement: 
  

But when the Son of Man returns, how many will he find on the earth who have 
faith?” (Luke 17: 8 NLT) 
 
-Please get this.  Jesus is looking at this distant point at the end of time, at the end of life on 
this planet when He comes for His Chosen Ones.  And he asks this haunting question, "I 
wonder if there will be any faith left?"  Will the people I love—and have chosen for my own 
be living by faith--or will they be a people whose faith is so crippled by unbelief and 
discouragement, that nothing in their lives even requires faith?  
 
a. There is one phrase Jesus uses in this story that challenges our faith more than any 

other.  Any guesses as to which it is? I think it's the phrase, I tell you, he will grant 
justice to them quickly!  

 
Think about our world. It has some wonderful people.  But it has its share of scam 
artists, liars, racists, and bullies--just waiting for an opportunity to gouge vulnerable 
people.  The oppression this widow experienced goes on every day in our world. 
 
-Not only do some injustices not get resolved quickly--they never get resolved. Some 
of you have experienced that.  You had an unfaithful spouse who not only left you 
alone with all the responsibility--but left you broke and broken.  Some of you got 
injured or had property destroyed by a drunk, and justice was never served.  If that’s 
true, you live with a sense of rage inside. 
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-Sometimes there is just this nagging sense of injustice in your life.  Not only did you 
wind up in the shallow end of the gene pool, you feel that you've been left out of the 
"good luck" pool.  A little like the widow in this story, it just seems like the deck is 
stacked against your happiness and fulfillment. 
 

b. With this scenario in mind, let me ask you a question:  Why should we persist, 
endure, keep asking, keep hanging on--when answers elude us?  Is it for God's 
sake?  Will God maybe forget our request, you know, because He's so busy and all?  
Or is it possible that this is for us?  That in those times when we feel small and 
helpless and justice seems so elusive--we need perspective.  

  
-See, perspective, over time, leaks from our lives.  Do you know what perspective 
is?  It’s clarity. It’s being able to see things view things in their relative importance to 
each other.  Let me just illustrate: 
 
-Look at this toonie.  How big is it?  Well, I measured it, and it’s a little under 1 and 
1/8 inches across.  With it, you can buy a cup of coffee and a donut at Tim Horton's.  
Or 5 minutes of parking at Markham Stouffville Hospital.   
 
-It's not that big and it doesn't buy that much.  But if you hold it right up in front of your 
eye, it can block out almost everything.  Huge mountains.  Skyscrapers.  Most of the 
ocean if you're standing on the shore.  It can block out everyone you love—and 
sometimes does!  It can totally obscure all that’s beautiful and good in this world.  If 
you hold it up at night, it can block whole universes!  
 
-But it doesn't deserve to be that big, does it?  Our problem in life is that our pain, 
our struggle, the timing of problems, the hassles our kids bring--they come between 
us and the majesty and power and timing of God.  We lose perspective--so we need 
to keep coming back to Him or we’ll lose hope and give up on our race. 
 
 -It's only when we see the world, our lives, and our needs from His perspective, the 
broadness of His love and compassion and plan that we can keep our head straight.  
Without God’s perspective, I will…and you will continually under-estimate what God 
is doing when things seem unfair.  
 

c. We underestimate God’s patience—and how hard and stubborn the human heart 
can get.  We pray for people to change--people like this wicked, godless judge.   
We underestimate how long it's taken for them to get like that.  We pray and don't 
see instant results and get discouraged.  Know why?  Because God chips away at 
the interior of people’s hearts.  The outer façade is he last thing to collapse.   And we 
can’t see what God’s done until it does collapse.  
 
-There’s something else we underestimate--and that's the love God has for stubborn, 
hard-hearted people.  We see the nasty exterior, and sometimes hate it.  We’d just as 
soon flush them. 
 
-How many of you know the reputation Paul had before Jesus knocked him off his 
horse.  He was a horrible, vicious man!  Do you think any follower of Jesus in 35 A.D. 
thought, “Yeah, God will probably win him over and turn him into someone who 
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changes history—for Jesus’ sake!  No one!  But Jesus died for thick-headed, hard-
hearted people—like him--like me!    
 
-Without God's perspective, we underestimate and undervalue how God shapes our 
hearts through the combination of time and tough circumstances.  But, isn't it coal + 
time + pressure + heat that produces diamonds--the toughest and most valuable 
rocks on the planet? 
 

d. Let me speak for myself.  Naturally, I'm a chicken when it comes to pain and 
discipline and I will do my best to avoid either.  Our technology breeds impatience.  
We can facetime someone in Australia.  Our DNA is now hardwired for instant results 
and quick fixes.  I'd rather have a band aid than surgery. 

 
-See, we are forced to conform to our microwave, instant-messaging world—but 
God doesn’t.   God will not be a microwave God--because the things of the heart 
take time!  How many of you would rather have a mobile home than a custom built 
home—I mean, they can knock off a mobile home for you in less than a week!   
 
-Quality and precision and durability always takes more time.  If that’s true of things, 
then hearts are infinitely more complicated—and take way, way longer.  What God 
has in mind goes way beyond our limited minds—cause He’s infinitely brilliant.  And 
we either believe that or we don't. 
 
-What us I-want-it-NOW, how-hard-can-it-be types have to understand is that the 
very things that make us a success in a make-it-happen world are the very things 
that will frustrate us spiritually.  No matter how much we bark out orders and pull 
tantrums God takes the time to do things right.  Sometimes it’s in this tiny dot of 70-
80 years—sometimes it’s in eternity.   
 
-The question God asks is—Will you trust Me?  See, that’s exactly what Jesus 
is saying. “Will His people keep coming back for help and the stamina to 
persevere?” 
 

6. Does anyone here know what people who don’t persevere usually do?   They take things 
into their own hands.  The attitude is kinda, "Well, if God's not going to do something, I will!" 
And this is where things get spiritually dangerous. 

 
-God promised Abraham and Sarah a son.  So, they waited—for 10 years.  Nothing!  Does 
anyone remember what happened next?  Well, they cooked up a homemade solution with 
Sarah’s servant, Hagar, and Ishmael was born.  On a score of 1 to 10—how did that work 
out?  About a -1—and after 4000 years, the tension is still affecting our world.  “It seemed 
like a good idea at the time…!”  
 
-It’s like we humans say, “Why should I learn from someone else’s pain when I can learn 
from my own pain.”  God says, “Be my guest!”   So, we do.  We get impatient with God's 
timing and dive head-first into disastrous relationships, blow up friendships, hammer away 
at the hearts of spouses and children--instead of giving God space to work.  It's like we love 
pain and chaos!   
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a. To our impatient, “I’ll take care of it!” hearts, God says, "It doesn't have to be  
that way!  Keep coming back to me and I'll help you persevere.  I'll give you 
courage. I'll give you wisdom and hope and love.  I'll do an incredible work in your 
heart in that time--and someday you'll see the whole magnificent plan I'm working on.  
But you have to trust me!  You have to trust my wisdom, my timing, my power, 
and my love! 

 
b. So, anyone remember when we should pray?  Always.  And when should we give 

up?  Never.  Always pray.  Never give up. 
 

7. If you don’t mind, I’d like to tell you a very personal story It’s about the power of prayer over 
the long haul.  The story started over a hundred years ago—in my family, with my great-
grandmother, Clarabelle Mence. 
 
-Clarabelle Mence was born in 1865.  Like many of you , she was raised in a Christian 
family—and, like many of you, strayed far away from God. 
I mean, God didn’t even get a footnote in her story.  It wasn't until she found out that she 
was dying of cancer that she came back to God.  When she did, God met her and filled her 
heart with forgiveness, peace and life.   
 
-As my great-grandmother’s body withered away, she realized that she would never have 
the chance to spiritually influence her eight children, ranging in age from 2 to the early 20s.  
In 1905, on her deathbed, she pleaded with God to bring all of her children to Himself.  
And she told her husband that despite the fact that she wouldn’t be there to influence them, 
none of them would be lost. 
 
a. My Grandmother, Lillian Mence, was only 4 years old when her Mom died, so she 

was raised by her Dad and older sister.  By the time she was of marrying age, God 
certainly had no part in her future plans.  She fell in love with and married John 
Davis--whose Mom was into some pretty weird stuff.   

 
-Her mother-in-law held seances, read fortunes, and ran a kind of New Age herb 
store near Pittsburgh.  It seemed that her Clarabelle Mence’s faith-filled prayers 
weren’t being answered. 

 
b. Then one day a friend from the steel mill where my Grandfather Davis worked invited 

him to go to church.  So he did.  And that first Sunday in church, my grandfather, 
raised in this weird background went forward and gave his heart to Jesus--with his 
family all lined up in the pew watching.   
 
-Months later, my Grandmother, influenced by both her husband also decided to 
follow Jesus.  She became the next woman in the family to take prayer seriously.  
God was still at work!   
 

b. By that time, Lillian’s two sons were half raised.  One of them, my Dad, the most 
rebellious of the two, broke her heart.  He ran away from home at the age of 14, quit 
school at 15 and seemed determined to destroy his life.  At 17 he joined the Navy, 
sailed off on an aircraft carrier, never wrote, never called--nothing. 
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-I’ve told you the story about the day when his ship was hit by a kamikaze plane—
and after a series of horrendous explosions, sank in 25 minutes. God woke my 
grandmother up in the middle of the night with a vision of what was happening--and 
assured her that her son would be saved.  She didn’t hear anything for months—and 
finally, the word came that in a series of spectacular events, he’d come off the ship 
without a scratch.   
 

c. But, again, that didn't seem to matter.  The trauma seemed to heighten my Dad’s 
drinking and belligerence.  In fact, he couldn’t stop drinking.  But one night at a street 
meeting in Pittsburgh, God got ahold of his heart and transformed his life.  He ended 
up as a pastor.  God was still answering the prayer.  He became the next persistent 
pray-er. 

 
d. My Dad's brother, John, who seemed more compliant, actually rejected what he 

sensed was God calling him to be a pastor—and, almost in defiance, married a 
barmaid named Verma and went into business. His life was one tragedy after another 
of alcoholism and abuse.   

 
-When he moved his family in with my grandmother, the trauma of his drunken rages 
caused a stroke—and then Alzheimer’s.  She died at 61—and it looked like none of 
her prayers had been answered.  She never knew that in the last years of his life, 
John, too, would choose to follow Jesus with what was left of his life.   
 
-My great-grandmother, Clarabelle Mence, never lived to see her prayers be 
answered--that all of her children would follow her faith in God.  Other people would 
give up on their hard hearts--but God wouldn’t. 
 

e. After 54 years as a pastor, my Dad retired—and died the following year.  And now my 
family—and my brother and his family—and my sister and her family carry on the 
heritage—of those prayers.   
 
-We trace what God has done through our collective lives back to a desperate 
woman, dying of cancer in 1905.  A woman who always prayed, and never gave up. 
And now it is Lori’s and my calling to persist in prayer—and pass the torch to the next 
generation.  And we will.   
 

8. Because…when do we pray?  ALWAYS!  And, when do we just give up?  NEVER!  Never 
give up!  Not because God is forgetful and needs to be reminded.  No, it’s because you and 
I need to be reminded; we need this process of persevering that we're in right now.   

 
-It's not clear now, it feels pretty awful sometimes--but the God of this Universe is in control.  
Do you need encouraged to persevere?   
There’s a verse written to followers of Jesus going through a horrible time.  I want to read it 
in closing this morning:  
 
Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a huge crowd of witnesses to the life of 
faith, let us strip off every weight that slows us down, especially the sin that so easily 
trips us up. And let us run with endurance the race God has set before us. 
(Hebrews 12:1 NLT) 
 


